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Housekeeping


Call 866.493.2825 for technology assistance



Dial *0 (star/zero) for audio assistance



Questions can be entered via the Q&A tab located on your menu bar at
the top of your screen. We will address questions at the end of the
program.



We encourage you to maximize the PowerPoint to full screen usage:
–
–



To print a copy of this presentation:
–
–



Hit F5 on your keyboard; or
Select “View” from the toolbar menu and click “Full Screen”

Click on the printer icon in the lower right-hand corner
Convert the presentation to PDF and print as usual

Foley will apply for CLE credit after the Web conference. If you did not
supply your CLE information upon registration, please e-mail it to
jbartz@foley.com
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Agenda
 Recent SEC guidance regarding
proxy disclosure
 Summary of new SEC proxy
disclosure rules
 Conducting a comprehensive risk
assessment and designing
compensation programs with
acceptable risk-taking features
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Recent SEC Staff Guidance
 CD&A disclosure should be improved
– Too much detail regarding decision making framework, not
enough analysis
– Explain why the committee made the decisions it made
– Use plain English
– Be specific: provide disclosure for each executive as to all
elements of compensation
– Explain changes in amounts paid year over year: why did
compensation increase/decrease?
– Describe how individual decisions fit into overall
compensation program
– Review your CD&A: edit it, rewrite it, include more analysis,
focus on explaining decisions made
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Recent SEC Staff Guidance (cont’d.)
– Performance targets

 Disclose specific targets and actual achievement level against the
targets
 Very difficult to obtain confidential treatment

– Benchmarking: disclose names of peer group companies, how
selected, and where actual awards made fell relative to the
benchmark

 Staff has issued significant guidance: “Staff Observations in the
Review of Executive Compensation Disclosure” (Fall 2007),
staff speeches, Compliance & Disclosure Interpretations and
comments made to issuers. Issuers are now expected to
“understand our rules and apply them thoroughly.”
 Issuers will be asked to amend filings if material comments are
made by the Staff, rather than simply enhancing disclosures in
future filings
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Amendments are effective for issuers with
fiscal years ending on or after December 20,
2009 and filing proxy statements on or after
February 28, 2010
 Rules apply to companies required to provide
disclosure under Item 402 of Regulation S-K
(Executive Compensation)
 Smaller reporting companies not required to
provide the new compensation risk
disclosures
7
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 New Form 8-K requirement to disclose
shareholder voting results within four
business days:
– The date of the meeting and whether it
was an annual or a special meeting
– Brief description of each matter and the
voting results
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Disclosure of value of stock and option awards
– Stock and option awards in the Summary Compensation
Table and Director Compensation Table now reported using
aggregate grant date fair value
– Presentation of prior years must be recalculated
– Equity awards subject to performance conditions must be
reported in the SCT and the Director Compensation Table at
a value based on the probable outcome of the conditions. A
footnote must disclose the value of the award assuming that
the highest level of performance conditions is achieved
– Current requirement to disclose the grant date fair value in
the Grants of Plan-Based Awards Table is retained
– Review calculation of total compensation to determine
named executive officers; revised method of reporting
equity awards may change the identity of NEOs
9
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Disclosure regarding board leadership
structure and board’s role in risk oversight
– Disclose the leadership structure of your board
– Justify that structure: why do you believe this
structure is appropriate, given your specific
characteristics or circumstances?
– Must state why you have combined or separated
the principal executive officer and board chair
positions
 If combined, must disclose whether you have a lead
independent director and that person’s specific role in
the leadership of your company
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Disclosure of director diversity policy
– State whether and how the nominating
committee (or the board) considers
diversity in identifying director nominees
– If a diversity policy exists, describe it,
along with how the nominating committee
or board evaluates the effectiveness of the
policy

11
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Disclosure of qualifications of directors and director
nominees
– Describe specific experience, qualifications, attributes and
skills that led to the conclusion that the person should serve
as a director
– Public company directorships held by each director and
nominee during the past five years
– Disclose for all nominees as well as incumbent directors

 Disclose various bankruptcy-, criminal-, or securitiesrelated proceedings in last 10 years involving
directors, director nominees and executive officers
 Update or supplement your director and officer
questionnaires to obtain additional information
©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Disclosure of conflicts of interest
involving compensation consultants
– Adds to current requirement to disclose
compensation consultant’s identity and
role in determining the amount and form
of executive compensation
– Focus: who engaged the consultant? What
services did the consultant provide?

13
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Has board/comp committee engaged a consultant to
advise on amount/form of executive/director
compensation (other than (1) consulting on broadbased plans that don’t discriminate in favor of
executives/directors or (2) providing non-customized
information (i.e., surveys) or information based on
parameters the consultant did not develop?
(“Exec Comp Services”)

Yes. Does that consultant also provide additional
services to the company?

Yes. Were the annual fees
for the additional services
over $120,000?

No. No additional
disclosure required

Yes. Disclose (1) annual
fees paid for (a)
determining/recommending
amount/form of
executive/director comp and
(b) additional services (2)
whether management
recommended or made
decision to hire consultant
and (3) if board/comp
committee approved
additional services

No. No additional
disclosure required
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No. Has management engaged a comp consultant?

Yes. Is the consultant
providing both Exec Comp
Services and additional
services?

No. No additional
disclosure required

Yes. Were annual fees for
additional services over
$120,000?

No. No additional
disclosure required

Yes. Disclose fees paid for (a)
determining/ recommending
amount/form of
executive/director comp and
(b) additional services

No. No additional
disclosure required
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Disclosure Regarding Compensation Policies
as they Relate to Risk Management
– Discuss policies and practices in compensating
employees (including employees who are not
named executive officers) to the extent that risks
arising from such policies and practices are
“reasonably likely to have a material adverse
effect” on the issuer
 Higher threshold than proposed rule
 Smaller reporting companies not required to provide this
disclosure

15
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 SEC identified the following compensation policies
and practices that may require discussion:
– Compensation policies and practices at business units:
 That carry a significant portion of the company’s risk profile
 With compensation structured significantly differently from the
rest of the company’s business units
 That are significantly more profitable than other business units
 Where compensation expense is a significant percentage of the
unit’s revenues

– Compensation policies that vary significantly from the
overall risk and reward structure of the company (such as
policies under which bonuses are awarded upon
accomplishment of a task, but the income and risk to the
company extend over a significantly longer period of time)
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Examples of disclosure that may be required:
– Design philosophy and implementation of
compensation policies for employees whose
behavior is most affected by incentives in those
policies, as such policies relate to/affect risk
taking
– The company’s risk assessment or incentive
considerations in structuring policies or awarding
compensation
– How compensation policies relate to realization of
risks from employees’ actions in the short- and
long-term (i.e., by requiring claw backs or
imposing holding periods)
17
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 Examples of disclosure that may be required
(cont’d):
– Policies regarding adjustments to compensation
policies to address changes in the company’s risk
profile
– Material adjustments made to compensation
policies as a result of changes in a company’s risk
profile
– Monitoring of compensation policies to determine
whether risk management objectives are being
met
©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Summary of New
SEC Proxy Rules
 If you have disclosure, where should it
be located?
 What if you don’t have anything to
disclose?
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The Perceived Role of
Pay in the Great Recession
 Certain commentators, shareholders, and governance groups
have charged that flawed compensation design was key to the
recession
 Criticisms have included:

– Compensation plans encouraged too much risk-taking and didn’t
penalize sufficiently for “bad bets”
– Too much of total pay was delivered annually in cash, with
employees bearing no long-term downside risk
– Clawbacks didn’t exist to recover payments if financial results were
misstated or inaccurate
– Equity awards vested over too short of a time period
– Many incentive plans were based on revenue, not earnings, and
paid for sales regardless of profitability
– In certain industries, compensation plans were not aligned
appropriately with the business cycle

 Merited or not, many of the regulations, legislation, and
company-initiated changes were spawned from these charges
©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Executive Pay Interventions
Were Trending Up, But…
 In general, involvement by outside parties in
executive pay has increased over time:

– Stock market rule changes added shareholder rights
– Activist shareholders have assumed a more forceful role in
the process

 Government involvement in executive compensation
has typically been indirect . . .

– Tax law limits on executive pay have existed for many years
(e.g., IRC §280G, IRC §162(m), IRC § 409A)
– SEC disclosure requirements were expanded (2007 proxy
disclosure rules, 2007 8-K disclosures, 2010 proxy
disclosure rules)
– IRS Form 990 requirements have been expanded

 …Until 2008 and 2009
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…Now We Have a Tidal Wave of
Legislation and Principles…
 SEC expanded disclosure rules for executive pay
 FDIC proposal to charge higher insurance premiums to banks
with “risky” pay practices
 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
– Created pay restrictions on government aid recipients
– Created the Pay Master role









US Treasury principles
US House of Representatives legislation (Frank)
Financial Services Authority (UK) principles
Financial Stability Board (G20) principles
Conference Board report
Australia Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) principles
Numerous academic studies, etc.
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…With a Range of Views
Regarding Appropriate Executive
Compensation Program Design
Pay Architecture
High cash salary

TARP

G-20

Federal
Reserve

Pay Czar

“Conventional
Wisdom”

9

X

X

X

X

Require a large portion of cash salary
to be deferred in shares
Require a substantial portion of
compensation to be incentive-based,
increasing based on responsibility

9
X

9

9

9

9

Significant incentive compensation
tied to short-term performance
increases risk-taking

9

9

Reduce the rate at which awards
increase with higher performance –
the hockey stick

9

9

Payment of short-term incentive
compensation should be delayed in
line with the risk horizon

9

9

9

9

9
23
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…With a Range of Views
Regarding Appropriate Executive
Compensation Program Design
Pay Architecture

TARP

G-20

Federal
Reserve

Pay Czar

“Conventional
Wisdom”

Significant incentive compensation
should be paid in equity

9

9

9

9

9

Clawback clauses should permit
recovery of previously earned
compensation

9

9

9

Incentive compensation pool
should be limited based on net
revenues

9

Guaranteed bonuses

X

X

X

X

X

Large severance and golden
parachutes

X

X

X

X

X

Enhanced executive pensions

X

Stock ownership and holding
programs
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The New Reality Is That The
Compensation Design Process Will
Explicitly Take “Risk” Into Account
 Acceptable risk taking is a necessary and important part of
well-designed compensation programs
 Companies need to take action to:
– Strengthen the effectiveness of their pay programs by:

 Defining “risks” based on their unique circumstances
 Assessing their pay programs to determine what is acceptable and the
most appropriate design

– Disclose, if appropriate, in their proxy filing

 Enterprise-wide compensation policies and practices relating to risk
management practices and risk-taking incentives to the extent that
risks arising from these policies and practices are reasonably likely to
have a material adverse effect on the company
– Fortunately, “reasonably likely” is not the reality for most companies

 Disclosure is not required if this is not applicable to the company;
however, companies may decide to state specifically they have
reviewed and determined that this is not applicable

 A framework for thinking about different types of “risks” is
presented on the next page followed by an approach for
conducting a comprehensive risk assessment
25
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There Are Various Categories That
Should Be Considered As Companies
Think About Their Unique “Risks”
Financial

Program
Design

Governance

Risk

Stakeholder
Optics

Talent

Compliance

Now we will walk through a risk assessment methodology…
©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Risk Assessment Methodology
Process Overview
GP Plan 1: Plan Summary

1. Conduct Plan
Inventory

I ncenti ve P lan Attri butes
Pl an Background
Plan ID #
Plan Name
Line of Business
Plan Type

GP P lan 1
Group Prot ect ion Employees & O ther Partic ipants - Below Senior Management
G roup P rotection
BU P lan

Representative Roles

Claims Services Rep, Underwriter

Pl an Econom ics
Incent ive Form
Funding Approach, Mechanism, and Pool
Allocat ion
2008 Part ic ipants
Total Spend**

Cont inuous B onus
P ool bas ed on percentage of bas e s alary, Individual
1, 043
$646, 904
Operat ing Income and Sales Growt h

Primary Met ric
Pl an P ayouts**
Average P ayout
Median P ay out
90th %ile
Max Payout
Leverage
Median Incent ive Pay as a % of Base Salary
Ri sk Assessment

$682
$485
$809
$25, 650
1. 7
1%

Overall P lan Rating

z

z

z

z

z

** 2008 financ ial data refl ec ts actual 2008 incentiv e compens ation for i ndivi dual s mapped to this plan in 2008.
Propriet ary and Confi denti al
Not for use or disclosure out side Towers Perrin and i ts cli ents
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2. Evaluate Plan
Design and
Governance Risk

0

Incentive Plan Risk Assessment Approach
Incentive Plan

Risk Probability Matrix

HIGH

CAT EGORY 1
High risk probability:

Financial Impact

Plans require governance
or design change
CATEGORY 2
Moderate risk probability:
Plans may require
governance or design
change

MODERATE

CATEGORY 3
Low risk probability:
No governance or design change required
LOW

LOW

MODERATE

HIGH

Plan Design Risk

Propriet ary and Confi denti al
Not for use or disclosure out side Towers Perrin and i ts cli ents
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3. Assess Potential
for Manipulation
of Earnings

7

Manipulations of Earnings Risk Assessment Findings
Positions with Ability t o M anipulate
Ear nings

Pr ograms Requir ing Manipulations of Earnings Assessment

1-1: Annual Incentive Plan
1-2: Annual LTI Awards

Ex ecutiv e Team
Sr. Positions in Finance (including
positions in Delaware)




9-3: Delaware Non Inv estments Annual Incentive Plan
9-6: Delaware Inv estment US Incentive Comp. Plan

Evaluation Criteria
Multiple Meaningfully Weighted Measur es
Measure
Balance

Incentive
Pay Mix

Single, Non-Risk Adjus ted Measure

Final Assessment of Risk

All Plans
Low % of Total Comp Impacted by Earnings
(Under 20%)

High

High % of Total Comp Impacted by Earnings
(50%+)

All Plans
Co rpo rate

No “Cliffs”
Payout
Curve

9-3; 9-6

Significant “Cliffs”

1-2

1-1

1-1: AIP (al l ro les)
1-2: Ann ual L TI
Awards (al l rol es)

Moderate
Del aware

Some Payout Futur e Years
Payout
Timing

Ownership
Requirements

1-2; 9-6
Required/
Post Retirement Hold

All/Most Annual

All/Mos t Quarterly/Monthly

1-1; 9-3
Required:
Lower/Below Competitive

Required:
Significant/Competitive

Not Required

All Plans

No
a

Low

a) Top 25 employees have a clawback provision; however, they do not part icipat e in incenti ve pl ans
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4. Provide
Recommended Action

Del aware
9-6: In vestments US In centi ve
Comp Plan (L TI on ly)

All Plans
Yes

Clawback
Mec hanism
( for re/mis -statements)

9-3: No n I nv estme nt AI P

Propriet ary and Confi denti al
Not for use or disclosure out si de T owers Perri n and LNC
V:\ Lincoln Fi nanci al G roup - 116203\09 \ECR\Ri sk Assessment \LNC Risk Assessment Revi ew 12_23_09. ppt

16

Risk Assessment Conclusions and 2010 Plan Year Recommendations
 Conclusions:
 Lincoln National Corp. must maintain strong governance and mitigation factors

particularly for plans identified as having high financial impact and high plan
design risk
— LFD:
– 7-3: LFD Variable Incentive Compensation for Managers
– 7-1: LFD Variable Incentive Compensation for External Wholesalers
 Recommendations:
 For LFD Incentive Compensation for Managers, consider increasing the

discretionary bonus target to minimize the impact of override commissions
 In addition, consider eliminating override commission from 1st dollar by

establishing a threshold performance level (i.e. 70% to goal) to better align
incentive spend to LFD attainment to plan

© 2009 T owers Perri n

Propriet ary and Confi denti al
Not for use or disclosure out side Towers Perrin and i ts cli ents
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Incentive Plan:

Operational Risk Assessment & Financial Impact
Operational Risk
Governance and
Administration
z While risk is inherent z Risk inherent in
z Risk inherent in
z Risk inherent in the
in all businesses, the
compensation
compensation
oversight and
key issue is
program philosophy
program design and
administration of
management against and compensation
mechanics
plans across the
appropriate risk
mix
business
z Sample key
standards
z Sample key
z Sample key
issues/concerns
issues/concerns
issues/concerns:
z In evaluating the
z Do incentive plans
z Does pay
z Does the
financial impact of
create an
philosophy have
compensation
risk, consider:
opportunity for
point of view on risk
governance have a
excessive payouts?
z Potential monetary
management?
clear mandate,
z Are incentive
impact on business
ongoing monitoring
performance
z Probability of
z Is pay mix heavily
and oversight?
metrics and plan
occurrence
skewed toward fixed
mechanics aligned
vs. variable pay?
z Do performance
with business
targets reflect the
z Within variable
strategy?
appropriate levels
compensation, is
of
pay appropriately
z Are there clawback/
stretch/achievabilit
mixed?
holdback
y?
mechanisms?
z Is there a process
for reporting and
responding to risk
concerns?
Incentive pay by design drives behavior; some behavior creates risk for
the enterprise
Financial Impact

©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP

Philosophy/Mix

Plan Design
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Operational Assessment:
Plan Design Detailed Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation Criteria
Incentive Pay Opportunity
Maximum Payout

•

Risk Assessment Standards

<$100,000

Incentive Plan Metrics
Primary Metric
Level of Balance (with measure
description)
Corporate Alignment Metric

•
•
•
•

•

$100,000 $200,000

•

Risk-adjusted measure (i.e. RAROC,
economic profit) ensures quality results
Multiple, meaningfully weighted performance
measures with at least one that reflects risk
Yes

Line of Business/Business
Yes
Segment Alignment Metric
Incentive Pay Determination Methodology
th
Upside (relationship between 90
• 1.0 – 2.5
•
%ile and 50th %ile incentive pay)
Cap (Level if capped)
Capped (e.g., 200% of Base Salary)
Funding Pool or Budget
Funding Mechanism
Funding Threshold
Incentive Form and Calculation
Description

•
•
•
•
•

•

$200,000 $400,000

•
•
•
•

$400,000 - $600,000

Yes (i.e. Percentage of earnings)
Formulaic
Yes

$600,000+

Top-line measure (i.e. volume, revenue)
All or most incentive based upon a single nonrisk adjusted measure
No
No

•

2.5 – 4.0

•
•
•
•

•

4.0 +

Uncapped
No
Discretionary
No

©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Operational Assessment:

Plan Governance Evaluation Criteria


Independence
–



Design Process
–



Is this process clear, well understood, documented and executed consistently?

Accurate and Timely Payouts
–
–



Is there formal corporate approval and an approval authority “checklist” by function?

Exceptions, Disputes and Adjustments
–



Is a clear pay philosophy set relative to market and internal guiding principles?

Approval
–



Is there independent oversight of the plan?

Is data tracking accurate and timely?
Is performance communicated on an ongoing basis during the performance period?

Plan Monitoring and Oversight
–
–

Is there a “scorecard” for assessing plan performance during the performance period?
Are periodic reviews conducted with a cross-functional team to inform future design?

©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Plan Design And Governance Risk Assessment:
Each Plan is Reviewed Consistently and Assigned
to One of the Nine Probability Matrix Boxes
Incentive Plan

Risk Probability Matrix

Financial Impact

HIGH

CATEGORY 1
High risk probability:
Plans require governance
or design change
CATEGORY 2
Moderate risk probability:
Plans may require
governance or design
change

MODERATE

CATEGORY 3
Low risk probability:
No governance or design change required
LOW

LOW

MODERATE

HIGH

Operational Risk

©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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In Light Of The Crisis And Public Pressure,
Some Companies Are Making Changes To
Address The Risk Issue
 Implementation of clawback provisions

– Allows recoupment of awards under certain conditions
– Mitigates risk of manipulating short-term results

 Shift from revenues to earnings as an incentive driver
– Mitigates risk of maximizing sales without profits

 For financial institutions, use of cost of capital/capital
adequacy to determine annual incentive pool

– Ensures that income statement does not take precedence over
stability

 Forced deferral of a portion of annual incentive and increased
focus on performance over the longer term

– Part of incentive paid in stock or cash that vests over a multi-year
period
– Greater prevalence of three-year performance plans
– Subject to forfeiture (bad actors, resignation)
– Mitigates behavioral risk and myopic focus on short-term results

©2010 Foley & Lardner LLP
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In Light Of The Crisis and Public Pressure,
Some Companies Are Making Changes (cont’d)
 Retention ratios

– Requires percentage of equity awards to executives be held for a
period of time or until retirement/termination
– Mitigates risk of focusing on ST gain at the expense of LT
shareholder value

 Governance changes

– Increased independent oversight of compensation, both in
approving plan design and plan payouts

 Greater use of discretion and judgment

– Taking into account not just results but how they were achieved;
aimed at behavioral risk and compliance risk

 Comprehensive audits of pay and risk across the organization
– Includes all incentive plans and tests for operational risk and
financial impact

 The challenge for companies is to balance the pressures of the
current environment with the need to attract, retain, and
motivate top talent
33
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Questions & Answers
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Thank You
 A copy of the PowerPoint presentation
and a multimedia recording will be
available on our Web site within 2-3
days:
http://www.foley.com/news/event_detail.aspx?eventid=3156

 We welcome your feedback. Please take
a few moments before you leave the
Web conference today to provide us
with your feedback:
http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB22A75GV6EHA
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